Bunch compression achieved via a fast bunch rotation in longitudinal phase space is a well-accepted scheme to generate short, intense ion bunches for various applications. During bunch compression, coherent beam instabilities and incoherent single particle resonances can occur because of increasing space charge, resulting in an important limitation for the bunch intensity. We present an analysis of the relevant space charge driven beam instability and resonance phenomena during bunch compression. A coupled longitudinal-transverse envelope approach is compared with particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. Two distinct cases of crossing are discussed and applied to the GSI SIS-18 heavy-ion synchrotron. It is shown that during bunch compression, the 90°condition of phase advance is associated with a fourth order single particle resonance and the 120°condition with the recently discovered dispersion-induced instability. The agreement between the envelope and PIC results indicates that the stop band is defined by the 120°d ispersion instability, which should be avoided during bunch compression.
I. INTRODUCTION
Short and intense ion or proton bunches are required for many applications, such as the production and subsequent storage of exotic nuclei or antiprotons [1] , generation of dense plasmas and spallation neutron sources. Short bunches can be obtained by longitudinal rf bunch compression just before extraction from a synchrotron. Space charge represents an important limitation for the maximum compression ratio as the increasing transverse space charge tune spread leads to resonance crossing and corresponding emittance growth. Therefore, the bunch compression process must be completed as fast as possible in order to minimize the dwelling time of bunches in the extreme space charge regime.
Awidely-accepted scheme to achieve bunch compression is a 90°nonadiabatic fast bunch rotation in mismatched rf bucket. For instance, at GSI, such a fast bunch rotation process is performed before extraction in the SIS-18 [2, 3] , and proposed for the FAIR SIS-100 [4] .
The scheme of bunch compression based on fast rotation has been the subject of numerous theoretical studies investigating instability limits and beam quality evolution [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , based on the envelope equation approach [12] as well as particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. Studies on bunch compression with space charge near transition energy have been carried out (see, for example, [13] ), also bunch rotation schemes for rapid cycling synchrotrons [14] .
The bunch compression in SIS-18 is usually performed with phase advances per periodic cell in horizontal and vertical directions larger than 120°, respectively 90°. In the vertical plane, and for very high intensity, the space-charge depressed phase advance per cell crosses dynamically 90°. Thus, a fourth-order single particle resonance and the wellknown envelope instability-both entirely driven by space charge-are of potential concern with practically overlapping stop bands [15] . Furthermore, in the horizontal plane, bunch compression may lead to crossing of 120°, and the recently discovered dispersion-induced instability [16] could be a potential limitation of bunch intensity.
The present study investigates bunch dynamics during compression for parameters of the SIS-18. The lattice is assumed to be linear and the nonlinearities result from the space charge force only. Based on the coupled longitudinaltransverse envelope equations and PIC simulations, the intensity limitation during bunch compression related to the coherent beam instability (envelope instability and dispersion-induced instability) and incoherent single particle resonance (fourth-order resonance) are analyzed in detail.
The article is structured as follows. At first, we introduce the theoretical model of the coupled longitudinal-transverse envelope equation set and PIC simulations of bunch compression. Second, as an application of the two approaches to describe the bunch compression in SIS-18, we solve numerically the coupled envelope equations for typical SIS-18 beam parameters, in comparison with PIC simulation results. At last, two major space-charge limits for bunch compression in SIS-18 with phase advance crossing the resonance conditions related to 90°and 120°line are investigated. The competing mechanisms of the fourth-order resonance, envelope instability and dispersion-induced instability during bunch compression are demonstrated.
II. APPROACHES TO BUNCH COMPRESSION STUDIES
The envelope approach and PIC simulations are two commonly used methods in bunch compression studies. Based on the longitudinal envelope equation, the required rf voltage for bunch rotation can be calculated [13] . The transverse space-charge tune shift during bunch compression can be obtained by solving the transverse envelope equation set [11] . This chapter introduces the coupled longitudinal-transverse envelope equation set, and briefly discusses several considerations for performing simulations of bunch compression. In the following we assume x and y for the horizontal and vertical directions, and z the longitudinal one; s is distance as independent variable. k 0;x;y , k x;y are the phase advances per focusing cell without and with space charge, respectively.
It is convenient to introduce a compression factor χ (χ ≤ 1), defined as
in which z m;f and z m;i denote the initial and final longitudinal envelope during bunch compression. For the ideal bunch compression with a parabolic distribution and linear longitudinal space charge force, the longitudinal emittance ε L remains invariant, and the final momentum spread results as δ m;f obeys δ m;f ¼ δ m;i χ . Substituting z m;i , z m;f and δ m;i , δ m;f into the invariant emittance of Eq. (4), and using the compression factor χ, we can obtain The required rf voltage for bunch compression can be derived via substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (2),
It can be seen from Eq. (8) that the rf voltage for the bunch compression is a function of the initial bunch length z m;i , momentum spread δ m;i and the compression factor χ. V rf is inversely proportional to the bunch compression factor χ, or the final bunch length z m;f . Since during bunch compression the synchrotron phase are chosen to be zero, the synchrotron frequency can be written as (see, for example, in Ref. [18] )
Since bunch compression are performed by one quarter synchrotron motion, the turns needed for compression are
where ω 0 ¼ β 0 c=R is the revolution frequency. Note that in Eqs. (9) and (10) the longitudinal space charge is ignored. For the parameters in the present study, longitudinal space charge is sufficiently small that Eq. (10) can be used to calculate the turns required for bunch compression.
B. Coupled longitudinal-transverse envelope system
The longitudinal envelope equation of Eq. (1) can be used to describe the longitudinal beam dynamics and calculate the required rf voltage in bunch compression. By including the space-charge modified dispersion, the transverse envelope equations become a useful tool to study the transverse collective motion in synchrotrons (for example, see Refs. [16, 19] ). During bunch compression, both space charge and its effect on dispersion are increasing. Therefore, the transverse envelope equations for a given slice of a long bunch-or just the bunch center as assumed here-should be coupled with the longitudinal equation to give a full description of the beam dynamics of bunch compression.
There are several considerations when applying the coupled set of equations on bunch compression. The first consideration is that the coupled envelope equations discussed here by using Eq. (1) apply to bunch lengths by far larger than the transverse sizes of the beam pipe. This is different from the case of a high current linac, where a symmetrical three-dimensional set of envelope equations is often used (for example, see Refs. [12, 20] ). Second, even for fast bunch rotation, the synchrotron frequency is much smaller than the transverse one, which means space charge is increasing "adiabatically" for the transverse motion. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the space charge perveance in transverse envelope equations remains a constant for each turn, and the beam remains matched to the transverse lattice during bunch compression. For progressive turns during bunch compression the transverse space charge perveance is changing as it depends on the number of particles per unit length of the considered slice. The third point is that the variable z m in the longitudinal equation should be transformed to its corresponding rms quantity σ z , in order to calculate the rms momentum spread and dispersion. For parabolic distributions the transformation is performed by σ z ¼ ffiffi ffi 5 p z m . Based on above considerations, the coupled longitudinal-transverse set of equations can be written in the following form by using the generalized transverse rms emittances introduced in Ref. [21] :
with the coupled relations
and
Here, K sc is the transverse space charge perveance, defined by
with N L the number of particles per unit length (line density). κ x0;y0 and κ z0 are the linearized external focusing gradients in transverse and longitudinal plane, respectively. σ x;y denote the transverse rms betatron beam size; X and Y the transverse rms total beam size with dispersion; σ δ the rms momentum spread; σ z is the half of the rms bunch length; ε dx;dy the generalized transverse rms emittances [21] , and ε z the longitudinal rms emittance defined in Eq. (3).
C. PIC simulations
A major consideration of PIC-simulation of bunch compression is the treatment of space charge. For typical parameters of bunch compression in synchrotrons, as discussed above, since the bunch length after bunch compression is as many times larger than the transverse beam size, the treatment of space charge in the simulation can be split into a 1D longitudinal calculation and a 2D transverse calculation, which is often referred to as "2.5D" in literature (see, for example in Ref. [22] ). In the 2.5D PICsimulation, the number of grid points for 2D transverse space charge is chosen to be sufficiently large to reduce the grid dependent noise [23] , and the number of slices for the 1D longitudinal space charge are checked by obtaining a smooth longitudinal space charge force. Another consideration is the generation of the initial particle distribution. The longitudinal one can be chosen as parabolic, which is-at least initially-a self-consistent model. In order to compare with the envelope approach, the external longitudinal rf focusing force is chosen to be linear. In the transverse plane, the initial distribution is chosen as a Gaussian (truncated at 3σ, here σ is the standard deviation).
For bunches different longitudinal positions experience different transverse space charge forces, and thus different space-charge modified lattice functions. In the simulation performed here, we adopt the approximation that the initial bunch is transversely rms-matched with lattice functions modified by space charge at the longitudinal bunch center. The beam current at the center of a parabolic bunch takes the form
Here N is the number of particles in the bunch and ρ L0 ¼ 3Nq=ð4z m Þ the linear charge density at the bunch center. Substituting the beam current into Eqs. (11)- (14), the matched rms beam size can be calculated numerically.
III. BUNCH COMPRESSION IN THE SIS-18
The lattice of the SIS-18 consists of 12 periodic cells formed by the sequence fQF B QD Bg, in which QF and QD denote focusing and defocussing quadrupoles respectively, and B represents the dipoles. The assumed type of ion is U 73þ . The related parameters for bunch compression are listed in Table I (See, Ref. [2] ). The dependent quantities are shown within brackets in Table I . In our example here, in order to show the space charge limitation, the number of particles per bunch is set to 1 × 10 11 , which is 5 times larger than the typical operational value (2 × 10 10 ). Note that we are using an idealized lattice for the SIS-18 ignoring magnet multipole and errors. Including these errors of possible beam degradation for bunch compression requires additional studies.
A. Simulation results
The simulation results of the particle distributions at a fixed potion (at the entrance of QF) are recorded. Figures 2 and 3 show the particle distributions before (the first turn) and after (the 77th turn) bunch compression. It can be seen that the bunch performs a 90°rotation during bunch compression. After compression, compared with Fig. 2 , the vertical emittance and vertical beam size in Fig. 3 stay almost constant; the horizontal emittance growth and enlarged horizontal beam size is from the increasing momentum spread and dispersion during bunch compression and is proven to be reversible, as discussed later in 
B. Envelope solutions
With the initial parameters listed in Table I , the coupled longitudinal-transverse envelope equation set in Eqs. (11)- (14) can be solved numerically. As discussed above, since the synchrotron motion is much slower than the betatron motion during bunch compression, the transverse beam size X can be kept matched to the space-charge modified lattice and dispersion for every turn. In practice, the numerical solution is found as follows: first, the half bunch length z m for each turn is calculated by the longitudinal envelope equation, from which one can obtain by Eq. (16) the beam current and momentum spread for each turn during bunch compression. Second, based on the beam current, the transverse space charge perveance at each turn K sc ðnÞ is calculated. Using the transverse envelope equation set in Eqs. (11)- (14) and Eq. (15), the evolution of the matched total rms beam sizes XðnÞ, YðnÞ, the betatron beam sizes σ x ðnÞ, σ y ðnÞ and the space-charge-modified dispersion D x ðnÞ and its derivative D 
C. Comparison of simulation and envelopes
The numerical solutions of bunch length z m are shown in Fig. 4 and compared with the simulation results. It can be seen that the evolution of bunch length during bunch compression from the envelope approach is in almost perfect agreement with the simulation results. 
. Here x i denotes the horizontal offset of the i th macroparticle, N the total number of macroparticles in the simulation and D x the space-charge-modified dispersion solved from the envelope approach. It can be seen from simulations by
In our simulations the evolution of the space-charge-modified dispersion (not shown here) obtained from the above equation agrees with the one obtained from the envelope approach at the second half of the compression process (after 45 turns), but large noisy oscillations are observed at the first half of the process, which need to be further studied and improved.
The dispersive increase in ϵ dx (Fig. 3 ) and in X (Fig. 5 ) are, in principle, reversible and expected to vanish in a dispersion-free section. To illustrate this point, we consider a 180°rotation, with an initial 90°compression followed by a 90°decompression. As plotted in Fig. 6 , the horizontal emittance ϵ x is obtained directly from simulations, while the generalized horizontal emittance ϵ dx is calculated based on the coordinate transformation with 24] , in which D x and D 0 x are obtained from the coupled envelope approach. It can be observed that both the horizontal emittance ϵ x and the generalized one, ϵ dx , are fully reversible after a 180°rotation. Compared to the large dispersive growth of the horizontal emittance ϵ dx stays almost constant during bunch compression. Only a slight growth of ϵ dx is observed at the end of the compression (see the arrowhead in Fig. 6 ), where space charge reaches its maximum value. We attribute this to the fact that the spacecharge modified dispersive D x and its derivative D 0 x are obtained from the coupled envelope approach with a linear space charge, and assumed to be constant for all particles. For the Gaussian beam in the simulation, however, the space charge is nonlinear and different particles have different values of space-charge modified dispersion. It can be assumed that if the space-charge modified dispersion and its derivative D ðiÞ . In other words, the fact that we use the spacecharge modified dispersion from an envelope (KV) model to evaluate the generalized emittance with nonlinear space charge leads to this residual dispersive growth of the generalized horizontal emittance, which is usually small and reversible.
IV. ENHANCED SPACE CHARGE EFFECTS DURING BUNCH COMPRESSION IN SIS-18
The PIC simulation and numerical results in Figs. 3 and 5 respectively illustrate that with the parameters listed in Table I only dispersive emittance growth is observed, and the betatron beam size σ x remains almost constant during the bunch compression in SIS-18.
With higher intensity-k y getting close to 90°and beyond the case of Table I -can lead to a fourth order single particle resonance driven by space charge, possibly also the well-known envelope instability. In the horizontal plane the recently discovered dispersion-induced instability could be induced when k x is approaching and crossing 120°. In this section we have doubled the bunch intensity in Sec. IVA and reduced the horizontal phase advance in Sec. IV B in order to investigate these issues and their possible impact on space charge limitations during bunch compression in the SIS-18.
A. 90°-related intensity limitation
In the stop band related to a transverse 90°phase advance per focusing period the simultaneous appearance of an envelope instability (see, for example, Ref. [25] ) with a fourth order single particle space charge resonance has more recently been studied in straight lattices and for short bunches [20, [26] [27] [28] .
In order to investigate the 90°-related intensity limitation during compression of long bunches, we double bunch intensity (from N ¼ 1 × 10 11 to 2 × 10 11 ) in Table I and keep other parameters unchanged. By doing this, the vertical depressed phase advance k y will cross the 90°line during bunch compression. Figure 7 shows as solid line the result of depressed phase advances by solving the coupled envelope equation of Eqs. (11)- (14) with doubled bunch intensity. As can be seen, during bunch compression k x is always above 120°, while k y crosses the 90°line after turn 71. Particle distributions at turn 71 from PIC simulation are plotted in Fig. 8 . One can see a clear fourfold structure in y − p y phase space, characterizing the fourth-order resonance, with the condition
which is consistent with the numerical results in Fig. 7 . Particle distributions in y − p y phase space at three representative turns (68th, 72nd, 76th) are shown in Fig. 9 . The formation of four islands starts at turn 68. With space charge increasing, they move away from the particle core, leading to an increasing emittance. The four islands in Figs. 8 and 9 confirm that the emittance growth during FIG. 6 . The evolution of horizontal emittance ϵ x and generalized horizontal emittance ϵ dx during a 180°rotation in the longitudinal phase space.
bunch compression is due to the fourth-order resonance, and no envelope instability is observed in PIC simulations. The evolution of transverse emittances in simulation during bunch compression is shown as dashed line in Fig. 7 . Note that the emittances start to increase at turn 68, slightly before turn 71, where k y ¼ 90°. Also note that for a Gaussian beam k y is understood as the depressed tune of an equivalent KV beam. In fact, for a Gaussian beam, particles have spread out depressed phase advances, and most particles are located in the range from k y tok y , (herê k y ¼ k 0;y − 2Δk y denotes the maximum depressed phase advance in a Gaussian beam) as shown schematically in Fig. 10 . Therefore, an individual particle (marked as ith, with its phase advances k i y ) will arrive at the 90°line before turn 71 when satisfying
This leads to the fourth-order resonance of the ith particle and contributes to the initial emittance growth. In order to further study the mechanism of the 90°-related intensity limitation, and distinguish the role of fourth-order resonance and envelope instability during bunch compression, we calculate the envelope modes (the fast mode ϕ 1 , the slow mode ϕ 2 ) and dispersion mode ϕ d [16] during bunch compression from the coupled envelope model, as shown in Fig. 11 . With space charge increasing, ϕ 2 will drop and lock on the 180°line after turn 72 when k y < 90°, indicating the occurrence of envelope instability. However, simulation results in Fig. 9 show that from turn 10 . Schematic drawing of the comparison on location of the phase advances to the phase shifts of envelope modes ϕ 1;2 . k 0;y is the phase advance without space charge; k y is the depressed phase advance shifted by Δk y for an equivalent KV beam;k y is the most depressed space charge shifted by 2Δk y in a Gaussian beam; Δk coh;y is the coherent space charge tune shift; k i y is the phase advance of an individual particle. The arrow indicates the direction of increasing space charge. Dashed line denotes the 90°p hase advance line (in Fig. 7 ) during bunch compression.
72 to turn 76 only the fourth-order resonance is observed. It is pointed out in Refs. [26, 28] that for a well-matched Gaussian beam transported for a short distance the fourthorder resonance can dominate over the envelope instability, since the fourth-order resonance readily occurs from the beginning due to the presence of the "pseudo-octupole" in the initial density profile. In contrast, for the envelope instability, it takes more time to "amplify" the initial noise and develop the collective instability.
To illustrate this, we plot schematically the relative positions the phase advances with and without space charge, the phase shifts of envelope modes, and the coherent space charge tune shift Δk coh;y obtained from envelope approach. The envelope instability in Fig. 11 can be described as
During bunch compression, with space charge increasing, all quantities except k 0;y in Fig. 10 will decrease and dynamically move towards the 90°line. Clearly, the most depressed phase advancek y will firstly arrive at the 90°line. Then particles with k i y in the region of 1 2 ϕ 2 < k i y <k y can trigger the fourth-order resonance before 1 2 ϕ 2 arrives at the 90°line. The resulting emittance growth can weaken the space charge effect and prevent 1 2 ϕ 2 to approach the 90°l ine. In other words, individual particles can firstly arrive at the 90°resonance line, leading to the fourth-order resonance and prevent inducing the envelope instability.
In order to avoid the onset of the fourth-order resonance under the intensity of N ¼ 2 × 10 11 , we adjust the vertical phase advance from k 0;y ¼ 104°to 118°. In Fig. 12 we show the emittance growths from simulation and spacecharge modified phase advances from the coupled envelope equations. The phase advance k y solved from the envelope approach stays above 90°, and the vertical emittance remains almost constant. From turn 74, the slight emittance growth is from those particles withk y < 90°. It is worth pointing out that in both, Figs. 7 and 12, a slight increase of ϵ dx (10%) can be observed. We attribute this to the same reason as observed in Fig. 6 : the residual dispersive emittance growth. Clearly, with doubled bunch intensity, the residual dispersive emittance growth (13%) is much larger compared to the one (1%) in Fig. 6 because of the enhanced space charge effects.
B. 120°-related intensity limitation
During bunch compression space charge as well as dispersion are increasing. With sufficiently high bunch intensity and designed horizontal phase advance k 0;x larger than 120°, as is the case for SIS-18, the combined effects of space charge and dispersion could induce the 120°d ispersion instability, which is another limitation factor for bunch compression. In order to investigate this, we adjust k 0;x from 128°to 122°in Table I and keep other parameters unchanged. By doing this, the horizontal phase advance k x will cross the 120°line during bunch compression.
Particle distributions at turn 70 from PIC simulation are plotted in Fig. 13 , which is similar to the case in Fig. 3 , and no evident emittance growth has occurred up to this point. Figure 14 shows the result of depressed phase advances by solving the coupled envelope equation of Eq. (11) with k 0;x ¼ 122°, k 0;y ¼ 104°. As can be seen, during bunch compression k y is always above 90°while k x crosses the 120°line after 70th turn.
Particle distributions in x − p x phase space at three representative turns (72nd, 74th, and 76th) are shown in The evolution of the transverse emittance in simulation during bunch compression is shown as dashed line in Fig. 14. Note that sharp increasing of the emittance occurs starting from turn 72. This is different from the case when crossing the 90°resonance line in Fig. 7 , in which emittance growth occurs much earlier than k y ¼ 90°. We attribute this difference to the reason that the emittance growth in Fig. 13 is from the 120°dispersion instability, which is a collective effect with
The emittance growth observed in Fig. 14 must be distinguished from the residual dispersive growth of ϵ dx appeared in Figs. 6, 7, and 12. The point is that, with the same bunch intensity, the horizontal emittance growth (100%) in Fig. 14 is much larger than that in Fig. 6  (1%), Fig. 6 (13%) , and Fig. 7 (13%) , and can be explained only by the dispersion-induced instability. Moreover, the dispersive emittance growth is characterized by an extension of emittance along the slope of the ellipse of the emittance in the x − x 0 plane, as shown in Figs. 3 and 13 . In comparison, the evolution of particle distribution in Fig. 15 has no such regular extension and behaves like the emittance growth during the envelope instability (for example, see the figures in [25] and Fig. 2 in [26] ). In order to further study the mechanism of 120°-related intensity limitation, we calculate the fast mode ϕ 1 , slow mode ϕ 2 and dispersion mode ϕ d with k 0;x ¼ 122°, k 0;y ¼ 104°. As shown in Fig. 16 , with space charge increasing during bunch compression, the curve ϕ d will be confluent with 360°− ϕ 1 , indicating the dispersioninstability, which is in good agreement with the sharp emittance growth at turn 71 in Fig. 14. The onset of the dispersion-induced instability is not inhibited compared with that of the envelope instability. Firstly, compared with the competition between fourthorder resonance and envelope instability related to 90°, there is no obvious single particle resonance, which exists earlier and can weaken the space charge and prevent the 120°dispersion instability. This is different from the case of the 90°envelope instability, which is suppressed by the competition with the fourth-order resonance. Second, the bunch intensity threshold of the 120°dispersion instability is much lower than that of the 90°envelope instability, as can be seen in Fig. 2 in Ref. [16] . Therefore, the former instability would need less time to develop than the latter.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The coupled longitudinal-transverse envelope equations including dispersion are applied to the bunch compression in SIS-18. The analytical results are found to agree well with PIC simulation results. Results show two major intensity limitations caused by space charge during bunch compression when phase advances dynamically cross 90°or 120°. When crossing 90°, the fourth-order resonance dominates over the envelope instability and leads to emittance growth. When crossing 120°, simulation results show that the recently discovered dispersion-induced instability could be another intensity limitation for bunch compression. The agreement between envelope solutions and simulation results shows that the coupled longitudinal-transverse envelope approach defines the stop band of the 120°d ispersion instability, which should be avoided during bunch compression. Future bunch compression studies will have to include also other potential intensity limiting mechanisms, like for example machine errors and impedances.
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